
Criminal Justice 
Lecture 1: Introduction	
	
 Topics 

•  Introduction to the adversarial criminal process 
•  The Victorian Charter and fair trial rights 
•  The right to silence and privilege against self-incrimination 
•  The prosecution (MOST IMPORTANT) 
•  The trial process 
•  Expert evidence and forensic sciences 
•  The jury 
•  The judiciary 
•  Victims 
•  Sentencing 
•  Miscarriages of justice 

 
− The criminal justice process will generally start with someone making a report or 

complaint to police or the police suspect that a crime is being committed and they 
begin to investigate on their own volition. 

 

  
 
Report/ Compliant/ Suspicion: 

• A person is generally not required to report a crime, certain professions have an 
obligation to report certain forms of abuse for instance, teachers/nurses/doctors and 
infact in Victoria there is a general provision that requires everyone who reasonably 
suspects child abuse on reasonable grounds to report 

• Also, if you are benefiting from it. For example: if you are paying money to 
somebody for stolen goods and you know they have been stolen then you are required 
to report it. You are not supposed to benefit from not reporting a particular crime. 
 

 



Criminal Investigation 
What is the purpose? 

1. To determine whether a crime has been committed; and 
2. Try to gather admissible evidence to prove their case 

o Ideally the 2 would coincide, so if a crime has been committed you 
have the admissible evidence but sometimes police can’t go ahead 
because they know a crime has been committed, but they cant prove it. 
Either because there is no evidence or the evidence they find is not 
admissible.  

 
• EXAMPLE: obtained a confession illegally the court may decide that it is not 

admissible using their discretion. Therefore the police may not be able to use that 
evidence in court. 

• The criminal justice system is not so much about truth, but about proof. So what we 
can actually prove. But we cannot always prove what really happened.  

• Are police required to investigate?  
• No, they are not required to investigate 
• They have a very large discretion and that is one of the first decision steps, the 

police will decide what to do. They can ignore or investigate by exercising 
their own judgment. 

• They might not want to investigate a complaint because of lack of resources as 
they have priorities, so particular cases will be higher on their list to 
investigate. They may also not believe a person in exercising their judgment, 
or they may think that what the victim is reporting is actually not a crime. 

• Can the victim do anything? Can they have their decisions reviewed or 
overturned? 

• No, the discretionary decision is at the hand of the police. 
• All they can do is go to the media and put pressure on the police. 

 
Where Victim doesn’t want to Proceed: 

• We may also have a situation where the police may be satisfied that a crime has taken 
place but the victim does not want to go ahead with an investigation. EG: domestic 
violence, sexual crimes, organised crime etc. 

 
Can the police go ahead anyway?  

• Yes they can, but they need the evidence to build up a case. So they might decide not 
to go ahead because they cant build a strong case. 

• So in theory, the victim has little input. 
• A lot of the CJS is about proof and we cannot always prove what has really happened. 

So it’s not just about knowing the truth but being able to establish it.  
• So in the course of the investigation the police may search cars/persons, collect 

forensic samples etc. 
• The end of the criminal investigation involves a decision making by police whether or 

not to proceed with a charge or not. Again, there is a big discretion here by the police 
where they can decide whether they have enough or not, whilst continuously 
investigating after the charge is laid.  
 

Charge 
• Once the police decide to lay charges, they will file a charge sheet, which is the 

formal commencement of the process before the courts. 
• Often you will have with a charge sheet a summary of the facts.  
• The court will then have jurisdiction to hear the case. 



• The suspect then becomes the accused/defendant from then because they have been 
charged.  

 
Time limits to charge a suspect 

• Summary offences: 
o Police have to file a charge sheet within 12 months of the alleged offence 
o The longer the police wait to get evidence, witness memories may fade and so 

the evidence becomes less reliable 
• Indictable offences: 

o There is no time limit 
o Otherwise serious crimes would go unpunished if police take too long to 

charge 
 
Plea Negotiations 

• The prosecution and the defence will negotiate a deal whereby the defence may plead 
guilty and the prosecution will withdraw certain charged for instance. 

• This saves the court time of having to go through a full contest or trial and it also 
resolves the case faster. 

• On the other hand, the defence can say they plead guilty to a lesser charge or a lesser 
number of charges and so the sentence will be reduced.  

• They will also get a sentence discount for pleading guilty. 
• If that happens then the charge sheet will be amended to reflect the amended deal. 
• There are a lot of ethical issues with these because ultimately what the accused is 

pleading to is probably not reflecting what happened. It would be less serious 
otherwise there would be no incentive. 

 
Pre-trial Process 

• The charge can open the door to the pre-trial process. This can be a long process, 
taking up to months or years. Quite a lot happens in that time, there is a lot of talk 
between the parties to get the case ready for trial.  

• But at the same time, in criminal matters the parties continue to negotiate. For 
example: they might come to an agreement that would lead to the accused pleading 
guilty and saving a trial. 

• The prosecution at that point will have to provide a brief of evidence disclosing to the 
defence what evidence they have against them. They cannot be ambushed, the 
evidence has to be given to them in advance so they can prepare their defence 
properly and rebut it. 

• This brief of evidence will include all the witness statements, the exhibits and often 
there will be forensic evidence and reports etc. 

 
Committal hearing 

• For indictable offences, a committal hearing is held. This is to determine whether or 
not there is enough evidence to proceed to trial. It is not saying anything about the 
guilt of the accused, it is just saying that the magistrate is reviewing the prosecution 
evidence and is deciding whether there is enough to go to trial.  

• TEST: It’s whether a jury could convict if they accepted the evidence. It’s a very low 
threshold and what you really need is one piece of evidence that shows guilt. Its not 
whether the jury would convict, its whether it could. About 90% of cases go through 
committal hearings, it’s supposed to act as a filter to get rid of the poor cases.  

• It’s a check on the prosecutions discretion to go ahead with the case and the 
magistrate is reviewing that. This is how the criminal justice system works. You have 



people making very discretionary decisions and you have other participants reviewing 
those decisions at different stages. 

• If the defendant is committed to stand trial, then the magistrate will start looking at 
whether the evidence has all been disclosed to the defence and will give them an 
opportunity to make a plea. So it’s also a check on how the case is being managed by 
the parties.  

• The committal hearing process has been criticised because it’s hard on witnesses. The 
prosecution witnesses had to come and give evidence and then they have to do it 
again at trial and it could become very draining and difficult. There has been reform 
to limit that impact and nowadays most committals proceed on hand up briefs, so 
essentially on witness statements.  

• If you are a defence counsel and you want to question a witness at the committal, you 
have to justify that and apply to the court and it’s not an easy test to satisfy. 

• The case now moves to a higher court.  
• The prosecution has to file an indictment, a renewal of the charge sheet.  
• An indictment may be different from the charge sheet because the committal hearing 

has revealed that a certain charge/s may not stand and needed to be modified.  
• Then there is a Directions Hearing in the higher court, which is a management 

strategy.  
 

Trial 
• The purpose of a criminal trial is to determine the guilt or innocence of the defendant. 
• The prosecution bears the onus of proof and the defendant, at least in theory can stay 

completely silent.  
• The trial also leaves a public record. Often it will be like a contest of narratives, so 

you will have the prosecution case supported by the evidence, then you will have the 
defence case that will say something different and they will have evidence to that 
effect as well. The jury will be often left to decide which one they believe most whish 
is a dangerous reasoning. They are not supposed to decide which is the most 
plausible; they are supposed to decide whether the prosecution case proved beyond 
reasonable doubt. But often when you have two narratives like that, it is what we all 
so instinctually.  

• The jury has a very broad discretion, they can decide if the person is guilty or not 
guilty and they don’t have to give reasons for it. The juror’s decision will be a check 
on the prosecutions work.  

 
Sentencing 

• If the person is found guilty, the judge that heard the case will then be given access to 
prior convictions, hear new evidence including from the victim and the impact of the 
crime on them to determine the sentence. 

• In doing that, the Sentencing Act gives them some principles and purposes they have 
to follow and achieve with sentencing. EXAMPLE: rehabilitation, retribution etc.  

• The judges will tell you that this is the hardest part of their job. It is very difficult to 
sentence someone to imprisonment. Because there is little guidance, there needs to be 
enough flexibility in order to account for very particular circumstances of the 
particular defendant. They may have committed the crime for very specific reasons, 
that needs to be taken into account but at the same time we want to make sure that 
similar crimes are punished in a similar way, that there is some parody between 
offenders that commit similar crimes.  

• Instinctive synthesis: the judge synthesizes a range of factors that they are asked to 
take into account and how they do that is very instinctive. 



• Prosecutors and criminal barristers will tell you very much that a lot depends on the 
particular judge that you are allocated to in your particular case. 

 
Appeals 

• A defendant who has been convicted at trail can appeal to the Court of Appeal. 
• The case is not being re-heard, the COA reviews the transcript of the case. 
• It is not a very broad avenue in the sense that as a defendant you have to show that a 

particular ground of appeal is made out.  
• It is a way to check on the discretion that was given to the jury, the court will review 

that but it’s not a very broad review, it’s a limited review. 
• The further down the process you are, the harder it is to overcome a wrongful 

prosecution.  
• In the Victorian system the prosecutor has that crucial role. 

 
 Recurring themes 

• Individual rights v public interest 
o We know the CJS can be very invasive. You can be arrested, questioned, 

deprived of your freedom. The common law has done a lot to try and protect 
fundamental rights and individual rights and liberties.  

o Parliaments can and do legislate to reduce common law protections. They 
may do this for a range of reasons, for example concerns about particular 
crimes such as terrorism. The government therefore legislates to reduce 
fundamental freedoms in order to justify preventing terrorist attacks.  

o There were also laws adopted recently in relation to bike gangs to defend 
public interest in resolving those kinds of crimes.  

o Why do we want crimes solved? 
§ Protection. There is a clear sentiment in the community that we are 

getting more and more unsafe as crime is rising and we are becoming 
less safe. The community wants the criminals to be caught and tried.  

o We also want the police to have enough invasive power in order to solve 
crimes. There is also a deterrent effect, if we know we can get away with 
committing certain crimes we are then more likely to commit, so there is also 
a deterrent effect. You see this in wars where the system has collapsed and 
people know they will get away with whatever they do. You have very 
ordinary people committing horrible crimes that they wouldn’t normally 
commit if the system were there in place. For this reason it is essential that 
we give police and prosecution enough powers to manage that.  

o But then there is the competing interest which is why should we protect 
individual rights? Offcourse society can be harmed if they give up too many 
of those individual rights. If we know that we can be searched without any 
cause, it is not very nice. A civil libertarian will often caution that we can slip 
into a police state by a step-by-step trend.  

§ EXAMPLE: At common law it was an assault by police to force you 
to give fingerprints, in 1988 the Kennett government adopted 
legislation that gave police the power to require fingerprints but they 
had to obtain a magistrate order. Later on that was removed so the 
police could then decide on their own that they require fingerprints. 
Now we have gone a step further whereby they can use reasonable 
force in order to obtain your fingerprints.  

o What balance should be achieved between those two interests? 
§ GERMAN CASE: A German boy had been kidnapped in the early 

2000’s. He was the son of a wealthy banker. The kidnapper was in his 
late 20’s and he was asking for a ransom. The police arrested him as 



he picked up the ransom. They questioned him but the defendant was 
staying completely silent. The boy had been detained for a number of 
days by then. At one point, the Chief of the police department 
authorised his officers to threaten and resort to torture in order to 
obtain information from the defendant. The officers threatened him 
and said they would bring someone specialised in order to inflict pain 
on him like he had never experienced before. Within a matter of 
minutes the defendant told them where the boy was. The police went 
to get the boy but he had already died.  

§ Should we allow in extraordinary cases, where it is a matter of life and 
death these types of things to happen?  

• Discretion v accountability 
• Proof v truth 

 

 
 

Indictable offences triable summarily 
• When should the court not consider a summary adjudication appropriate? 

o Factors in s 29 (2) CPA  
§ Most important factor is the seriousness of the offence, the particular 

circumstances of the offence, how it was committed and whether it 
was too serious to be tried by a magistrate. 

o DPP v Batich [2013] VSCA 53, [37] –  
§ a ‘sufficient portion of the range of sentences available to the 

Magistrate’ needs to be adequate in light of all the circumstances of 
the case.’ 

§ The defendant was 18 at the time of offence. 
§ He went out with friends and ended up in a fight with another group 

and smashed a glass into the victims face causing very serious injury.  
§ ARGUED: The prosecution argued that the glassing actually attracted 

2.5-3.5 years jail. Therefore that fell out of the maximum penalty that 



the magistrate could impose. That would be a reason it not be tried 
before the magistrate. 

§ HELD: the court said it could be tried because it had to look at the 
entirety of the circumstances, including all the mitigating factors such 
as his young age, that it was his first conviction. Therefore the court 
was likely to impose a lesser sentence.  

 
How do you work out the classification of an offence? 

• The provision or the Statute says so - eg. Summary Offences Act 1966 (Vic) 
• Schedule 2 of the Criminal Procedure Act 2009 (Vic) lists indictable offences triable 

summarily and s 28 provides that offences with a penalty level of 5 or 6 are triable 
summarily. 

•  If the provision or Statute is silent, turn to the penalty level – ss 109 and 112 
Sentencing Act 1991 (Vic) provide that offences with a penalty level of 1-6 are 
indictable and offences with a penalty level of 7-12 are summary. 

•  If all else fails, refer to s 52 Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 (Vic), which 
provides for a summary process if the provision is silent 

  
 Victorian penalty scale – s 109 Sentencing Act 1991 
 Some further terminology: 

•  Offence  
•  Crime 
•  Felony  
•  Misdemeanor 
•  Serious Indictable Offence (s325(6) CA) 

 

 
 Courts exercising criminal jurisdiction  
 5 courts: 

1.  Magistrates’ Court 


